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clay pots, which is worth I2d.\l but the most common
form of entry is a record of sums paid by potters
for leave to dig clay. Thus at Coningsborough (Yorks.)
in 1348 a sum of 35. yearly was paid for the digging
of clay to make pots,2 and at Hanley in Worcester-
shire in 1350, after the visitation of the Black
Death, it is noted that the potters who used to pay 135.
yearly for clay arc dead.3 At Cowick, in Yorkshire,4 in
1374, as much as £4 i6s. was ' received from potters
making earthen vessels, for clay and sand taken in the
moor at Cowick '. Similar entries occur here every year
for about, a century, while at Ringmer, in Sussex, small
dues of grf. a head were paid yearly by some half a dozen
potters for a period of well over two hundred years.5
Still earlier, in 1283, a rent of 365. 8rf., called ' Potteres-
gavcl ', was paid to the lord of the manor of Midhurst.6
In dealing with the documentary history of pottery
we arc met by one or two complications. For instance,
the term c potter ' was, as we have seen, constantly
applied to the makers of metal pots ; and it has also to
be borne in rnind that the commoner table utensils were
often made of wood. At the election feast of the Drapers'
Company in 1522 * green pots of ale and wine with ashen
cups were set before them at every mess ',7 the green
pots being presumably pottery but the cups wooden ;
and the present writer, during excavations at Pevenscy
1	Inq. Nonamm, 361.   Cf. the Hundred Rolls for Bucks.
2	CaL Inq. p. m., ix. 48.
3	Cal. Inq. p. m., ix. 330,   I am. inclined to think that Hanley may
be the place referred to in the ' poter de Hanneliam ' which occurs
in the fourteenth-century list of places and their peculiar products.
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4	Mins, Accts., 507, no. 8227.	fi V. C. H. Sussex, ii. 251.
8 Ibid.                                      7 Brit. Arch. Ass. Jouvn., v. 30.

